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Thanks

Information

For information about the featured exhibition and related events, contact the program, Independent Projects Grants, and our virtual gallery, Artists Space.

Artists Space is pleased to celebrate the appointment of current Lauren Pecore as the Director, The Arts, Department of Cultural Affairs.

Main gallery

Urban Pornography

Urban Pornography examines the contemporary staging of the urban condition photographically. The recording of trivial structures and spaces ranges from canonical heartland to recovering obelisk, in sumptuous sites—domestic facades, billboards, cityscapes and court interiors, in a process of anthropomorphizing an objectified reality. In revealing the prosaic and trivializing the banal, the impact of social metropolis represented by this group of artists is to critique the perversion of repetition, sameness, predictability and excess of "reality."

Jordi Achard, José Bernardo, Oliver Based, Laura Catalán, Louis Dallier, Kristy Delevante, Mark Hoay, NanuHa,2ra, Todd Hobs, Francis Ponge, Adrian Williams, Francesc Mestres, Dominik Mischener, Carles Ricart, Xavier Miquel, Werner Neidig, Catherine Ooi, Auro Devina, Luis Ros, Edo Rosenfeld, Mike Steele.

Featuring project room installations by Josh Freeman and Michael Prokop.

Urban Pornography is made possible in part by contributions from the Cultural Services of the French Embassy (le pavillonfrançais.org). New Public Gallery, Natalia Andreeva, and Stephan WGT Gallery.

Special thanks to Peter Zoellner, Architect, exhibition advisor.

Project room

Untitled (Town hidden under concrete, in the brain of the owl)

Daniel Roth
Selected by Ali Subotnick

In his first New York installation, Daniel Roth’s photographs, drawings on velvet, and videos of his booth, "Germany’s Black Forest," examine the unrealistic relationships between man, nature, and architecture, both real and imaginary.

Other

Events, projects


Wednesday November 26, 6:30 - 9:30 pm Urban Pornography: Roundtable discussion with curators. Lauf Finkenrath and exhibiting artists including Werner Neidig, Laura Catalán, Luis Ros, Edo Rosenfeld, and Michael Prokop.

Thursday November 29, 6:30 - 8:30 pm Open studio walk. Hosted by Lauf Finkenrath with curators Senta Fontanini and Matt Stack.

A buffet for artists to Kong to. "Crispa Cripsas" at the first floor bar. Receive free back from their peers and show their work to guest curators. Sign up on 11/29 by calling 212-226-3700 ext. 17, screening at 6:30 pm.

All events are free.

Minute: A boxed set of miniature multiples. Following in this tradition of editions at Artriss Space, renowned emerging artists were invited to create an edition of 100 miniature art works. The complete boxed set is an exhibition at Artriss Space and is available for $30.